Behavioral Health Garden
Therapeutic Garden Design Team Process Mtg. #3 Agenda

Team

Brian Bainnson, ASLA (American Society of Landscape Architects)
Emily Baird, CTRS, Adolescent
Alison Collins, RN, Manager, Adult Program
Julie Brown, HT Certificate Program Student
John Custer, LCSW, Manager, Adolescent Program
Ken Ensroth, M.D., Medical Director
Cindy Evans, LHS Director, Patient Care Services
Laura Hagen Jones, RN, Adolescent, Adult
Teresia Hazen, HTR, Coordinator Legacy Therapeutic Gardens
Desiree Inaudi, Adm. Assistant
Erika Kirsch, BS, HT Certificate Program Student
Naomi Kumagai, HT Certificate Program Student
Tami Lambert, RN, Adolescent
Paul Lockert, EH Grounds
Patty Nolan, COTA, Adult
Nicole Peltz, School Program, Adolescent
Jamie Reed, MD
James Spinelli, Facilities Manager
Annie Kirk, LA, Observer

Meeting #3 Agenda 2:00 – 3:00  December 20, 2004

Room 1961 at 3001 Bldg.
Video and Minutes  Julie, Erika

Introductions  Teresia

Education:
   Ways to Be Involved
   Inkind Donations
   Benefits of Gardens  Teresia

Presentation of Conceptual Design  Brian Bainnson

Evaluation and Input  All

What’s Next?
   Developing programs, study questions, measurement tools  Dr. Ensroth
   Feedback from Administration  Cindy
Timelines
Cindy, John, Alison, Teresia

Celebration
All

**Meeting #2 Minutes 2:00 – 3:00**
**November 22, 2004**
**Room 1077 EH**

Introductions
Teresia

Education: Therapeutic Garden Characteristics
Design Guidelines
Teresia

Presentation of Conceptual Designs
Brian Bainnson

Evaluation and Input
All
Retaining wall/seating wall---away from basketball court---safety
Seating wall---2 heights
Basketball court---same size
Lower, south side for visibility and away from OBC windows
Visibility from second floor.
Near tables for visibility but also attend to privacy.
Walks---patients pace
Some walk widths more than 4’ especially where people are seated.
Promote walking exercise program.
Furniture---alternatives to concrete and promote safety and comfort. Reduce prison look and feel.
Two tables.
Bubbler/water feature discussion---safety and infection control.
Plants—increase in garden. May need to decrease some lawn edges. Maintain as large a lawn space as possible.

Send more feedback to Teresia at thazen@lhs.org.
11/30/04 Teresia will pick up any more feedback from John Custer.

What’s Next?
Teresia, Cindy, John, Alison

Set Final Meeting Date for Dec. 20, 2:00 – 3:00
All